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Week 6 Year 2 Level- Remote and Flexible Learning Program  
Welcome to week 6. 

Congratulations and well done to our whole school community for the wonderful work and support with                
our Remote and Flexible Learning program. Families and Torquay College staff have done an amazing job                
adapting to this new environment and providing the children with a new and innovative learning               
program. We have worked together to educate our children during an unprecedented lock down period.  

This week we are planning for a return to school. To support all school staff to prepare for this transition, 
Monday 25 May will be a pupil-free day.  
 
In the first stage, students in Foundation, Year 1 and Year 2, will return to school from Tuesday 26 May.                    
During this time students in year 3, year 4, year 5 and year 6 will continue to learn in the remote and                      
flexible learning environment from home.  

In the second stage of our return to on-site schooling, all other year levels, student in year 3, year 
4, year 5 and year 6 will return to school from Tuesday 9 June. 
 
We look forward to catching up with all the children back at school and sharing some great stories 
of our time in a remote learning environment. 
 
Yours Sincerely 
 

 
Year 2 

Congratulations on all the work you have uploaded so far, most teachers have had over 
1500 pieces of work. We would like to thank the families for helping the students participate 
in their online learning. The Webex class meetings have begun on Tuesdays at 10 am and 
Fridays at 10.30, it is a great chance to see your friends and share their learning and other 
things you love.  
This week we have decided to make it fun, educational and a little less structured. We would 
like students to have a go at some of the fun lessons we have created to break up the term 
and have allowed for flexibility to have a specialist day. Most activities will not require screen 
time, however students can upload a photo or video of what they have done if they wish. 

All activities will be scheduled on Monday but no further activities will be scheduled during 
the week. Students can choose daily what activities they would like. The roll will still be daily 
as we need to mark it. 
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Week 6     Year Level 2    
Content 
Area  

Suggested Learning Activities   Resources Required 

Reading 
Writing 
Maths 
Spelling 
STEM 
Inquiry 

Rock paper scissors https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fwP0XmkBNDk 
 
Rock is made with the fist, paper is made with the hand held open and scissors 
with the first two fingers held apart to look like scissors. In this game for partners, 
‘rock’ beats scissors, the ‘scissors’ beat paper and the ‘paper’ beats rock. If 
both players throw the same shape, the game is tied and they play again. The 
players begin by counting to three and then making their move.  
After the game ask: 
 • What is the ‘Rock, paper, scissors’ game used for? (Explain that this game is 
often used to help people to work out who goes first in a game, or who gets to 
choose a game. This can help friends to work this out without fighting or arguing 
with each other.) 
 • What does it feel like when you lose in a game?  
• What does it feel like when people won’t let you join a game? 

 

Finish a drawing 
Complete the picture  
Is this squiggle the making of a monster, a cartoon, a face, an everyday object, 
a chicken - who knows?! There are no rules, just grab the image, print it out or 
complete on Seesaw, unload your mind onto the page, and let's see what 
happens. Happy doodling! 

Think Outside the Box  
It's THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX THURSDAY! Let's get your flexible thinking rolling! 
Complete the picture on the template. It is NOT A PEACE SIGN!!! 

Worksheet in resources 

Become a character 
Dress up as your favourite character. You can make a video or show us a photo 
on seesaw. 

 

Inference Activity: It's time to dress up 
1. Print out the worksheet  
2. Have a look around your house for objects and costumes you can wear, use 
or create that will turn you into a different character.  
3. Become the character you have created by wearing the item and acting 
the part of the character.  
4. Trick your family, see if they can infer who you are.  
5. Take a photo, write a story, draw a picture and upload it onto Seesaw if you 
would like to 
 

Worksheet in resources 

Scavenger Hunt/ Treasure Hunt 
There are 3 different treasure/ scavenger hunts that students can complete. 
Please see the resources attached to this planner. You can choose one or do 
all. 
 

Different worksheets in resources 
to choose from 

Penguin Waddle 
Place a balloon between your child’s knees and have them waddle 
across the room without dropping it. Make it more challenging for 
older kids by having them go around a few obstacles. If they drop it, 
they have to go back to the start. For multiple kids, have them play as 
a team with the balloon placed between their hips. Once they get the 
hang of it, get out your timer to see how fast they can do it. No 
response needed. 
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Create a family board game 
Make a family board game that you can play together! Choose the size of your 
game by using construction paper, poster board, notebook paper, etc. Decide 
if you want a numbers game, ABC game, word game, strategy game - be 
creative! Design and draw your board game, and then come up with rules on 
how to play. Write the rules on a piece of paper. Click on the second picture for 
ideas! 

 

Star Wars Yoga  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=coC0eUSm-pc 
1. Make sure you have room to move around and comfortable clothes on.  

2. Watch the video and join in to the yoga session by following on.  

3. Have a big glass of water when you have finished. 

 

Speed Boat 
Print out instructions from resources. Create a boat out of paper, then you will 
need adult assistance for the rest of this activity. 
 

Worksheet in resources for 
instructions 

Sonic Blaster 
Print out instructions from resources. You will need, paper, cardboard roll, rubber 
band and thick plastic (sandwich bag) 
 

Worksheet in resources for 
instructions 

Life Cycle Art work 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xmsTccmRMh4 
Choose one of the animals you have seen and draw the animals life cycle showing the 
different stages.  
Make this picture as colourful as you like, add labels and arrows to show the direction 
of the life cycle.  

 

Life Cycle of chicken coding 
This activity is assigned to seesaw and needs to be completed as an activity to 
move arrows for coding. 
 

 

Ralph writing piece 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g5ss8RTyzrw 
Complete the worksheet a writer thinks of ideas. 
 

Worksheet in resources to 
complete 

Maths games. 
Week 6 - Race to 100 
This is a two person game to play this game on seesaw 2. Roll 2 or 3 dice 3. Add 
the number together 3. Use the pen to colour that many spaces 4. The first 
person to colour the entire 100 chart wins 
Or  
Week 6 - Connect Four Math 
This is a two person game 1 to play this game on seesaw 2. Roll 2 dice (or one 
die two times) and add or subtract the numbers 3. Use the to shade your 
number 4. The winner is the person who gets four in a row. 
 

Worksheets in resources for 
games 

Construction Play   

 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=coC0eUSm-pc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xmsTccmRMh4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g5ss8RTyzrw
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Design the Ultimate Dream Grade 2 Playground using loose parts around the 
house. Your loose parts can be borrowed house hold items that can be 
returned after your construction. Always ask your parents first before you use 
anything to check if it is ok.  

1. Collect materials See what “loose parts” you can find around the house to 
construct with. Loose parts are objects or materials that you can construct with. 
For example • Cardboard, newspaper, boxes, wrapping paper, rubber bands • 
Pine cones, flowers, sticks, leaves, rocks, gumnuts • Straws, beads, pom poms, 
cotton wool, bottle tops, corks, buttons • Sand, shells, stones • Jars, old bowls, 
cups, icy pole sticks, wooden pegs See what you can find around the house 
(empty out those old drawers!) and get creative with your constructions!  

2. Find a space to begin your construction play. Make sure its a space that you 
can use for a couple of days.  

3. Draw some ideas in your book, what will your dream playground include, 
make a list and do some drawings.  

4. Start constructing using your loose ends.  

5.Finally when you have decided that you have finished take a photo, you may 
also like to label your playground. Parents: This activity is designed to offer 
multiple rather than single outcomes; no specific set of directions accompanies 
them; no single result is inevitable. The best part about loose parts is that they 
can be used together in many different ways! 

ABC imagine this:  
Chose one of many podcasts to learn new information: There are exciting 
podcasts on: * volcanoes * dinosaurs * stars * echidnas * our heart, bones, teeth 
and many more. See what you can learn. 
https://www.abc.net.au/kidslisten/imagine-this/ 

 

Build a birds nest. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qbWM1QAVGzs 
Watch the video about the amazing weaver bird build its nest  
1.Head outside with a bag or a tray to collect different natural materials to 
design and build your own nest. Remember nests are built to protect a birds 
eggs. So when you are designing and building your nest it must be a safe place 
for eggs.  
2.Take your time to explore and look for interesting natural materials like: leaves, 
twigs, branches, decayed plant droppings, grass, long twisty plant twine 
(something you can weave with if you want to)  
3. Using an old plate or a cardboard base start building your nest. As you build 
think about what is working, what is not working and do you need to make any 
changes? 4. The focus is on how you build your nest not how pretty it looks. 
 

 

Create your own ideal menu 
Instructions: Create a name for your restaurant or cafe. Print out the menu 
template or complete on Seesaw and design your own meal by thinking of 
appetizers, main courses, and desserts. You will need to include the prices of 
the meals too. You can also illustrate pictures of some of the menu items. 
 

Template in resources 

5 senses 
There are a variety of activities for this topic you can chose from. See resources. 

 
1. List two things for each of our senses. 2 things you see, 2 things you hear, 2 
things you feel, 2 things you smell, and 2 things you taste.  
2. Add a drawing of this time to your writing.  
3. Take a photo and upload  

Different worksheets to chose 
from in resources 

 
 
 
 
 

https://www.abc.net.au/kidslisten/imagine-this/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qbWM1QAVGzs
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For instance, one of my happy memories is going camping CAMPING 2 things I 
see: sunsets and kids jumping off the rocks into the lake 2 things I hear: the 
waves of the water and laughter 2 things I feel: the warmth of the sun and the 
coolness of the water 2 things I smell: suntan lotion and BBQ meat and onions 2 
things I taste: sausages with sauce in bread and fresh strawberries with cream. 
 

Time capsule:  
A time capsule is a container storing a selection of objects chosen because 
they remind you of a certain time. The capsule is usually buried or hidden for 
discovery in the future.  
1. Watch the video about time capsules 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MalkLnEedH0)  
2. Print the worksheet and fill out all the different sections. Make sure you think 
about your answers first.  
3. Place items into a box and seal the box with a note written on top of when to 
open it. You might choose to keep it sealed for 20 years, maybe longer.  
4. If you like you can upload it onto Seesaw. 

 

 

Wellbeing  Managing change 
  
This will be your last week of remote and flexible learning. It can be hard 
sometimes when things change. Some students might be worried about 
returning to school whereas other students might be excited. It’s ok to feel 
whatever you’re feeling but be sure to speak to your parent or carer or 
another trusted adult if you are feeling worried about returning to school.  
  
Watch the Sesame Street gang sing "Believe in Yourself". Then write a story or 
draw a picture about how you are feeling about returning to onsite learning 
and share this with your teacher so they can best support your return to 
school. 
  
Visit the Cosmic Kids website and complete the “Be the Pond - Zen Den” 
mindfulness activity.  
  
  
Extension Activity: 
 
Spend some time revisiting your cheering up and calming down strategies. 
Ask your parent/carer to help you draw a table with two columns and write 
in one column “Things that cheer me up” and the other “Things that calm 
me down”. Complete the table by either writing or drawing the activities 
under each heading that help you calm down or cheer up. 

 

Physical 
Activity 

Hi Grade 2.  I hope you enjoy the Kicking activities. 
WARM UP ACTIVITIES 
5-minute workout with Joe.  You may like to put some music on while you do 
the workout. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d3LPrhI0v-w&list=PLyCLoPd4VxBvPHOp
zoEk5onAEbq40g2-k 
SKILL DEVELOPMENT 
The focus for Grade 2 in week 6 is the skill of Kicking.  
Below are the components of the kick that may assist anyone teaching the 
skill and a series of suggested activities. 
 
SKILL COMPONENTS OF THE KICK 

 

 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MalkLnEedH0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=7&v=5mw5E6gYpB8&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=7&v=5mw5E6gYpB8&feature=emb_logo
https://youtu.be/wf5K3pP2IUQ
https://youtu.be/wf5K3pP2IUQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d3LPrhI0v-w&list=PLyCLoPd4VxBvPHOpzoEk5onAEbq40g2-k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d3LPrhI0v-w&list=PLyCLoPd4VxBvPHOpzoEk5onAEbq40g2-k
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(Introductory components marked in bold) 
1. Eyes focused on the ball throughout the kick. 
2. Forward and sideward swing of arm opposite kicking leg. 
3. Non-kicking foot placed beside the ball. 
4. Bends knee of kicking leg at least 90 degrees during the back-swing. 
5. Contacts ball with top of the foot (a “shoelace” kick) or instep. 
6. Kicking leg follows through high towards target area. 

 
 
Activity 1-  Balloon Bursters! 
1.     This is a warm up type activity 
2.     Students kick the balloon back and forth aiming to keep it airborne for 

as long as possible. 
3.     Students now place the balloon on the ground. Using a 3–4 step 

approach, they forcefully kick the balloon into the air. Once the balloon 
touches the ground, students repeat this activity aiming to improve the 
length of time the balloon is airborne. 

Option if a partner is available 
1.     Students stand 2 metres apart. 1 student places the balloon on the 

ground and using a 3–4 step 
      approach, forcefully kicks the balloon into the air. 
2.     Immediately the balloon becomes airborne, 
      the kicker runs around their partner and back to where the balloon was 

kicked. 
3.     If the kicker returns before the balloon touches the ground, they repeat 

the activity. 
4.     Each time a kicker ‘beats the balloon’, their partner takes 1 step back 

to increase the distance to be run the next time. 
 
Activity 2- Launch off! 
1.     The balloon is replaced by a ball that can be kicked.  
2.     The focus for this activity is on kicking technique and kicking for 

distance.  Accuracy will come in during later activities. 
3.     Students mark a starting point on the ground about one step away 

from the ball. Instruct them to step forward with the non-kicking foot 
and place it beside the object to be kicked. They then swing the kicking 
leg through striking the ball.  Use verbal cues such as ‘step forward, kick’ 
to help students develop rhythm and force while kicking the ball. 

4.     As they grow in confidence, they can use a 3-4 step approach or even 
a run-up. 
  

 To assist the kicker you can: 
·       Put a mark on the back of the ball (that students can focus on when 

approaching to kick) 
·       elevating the stationary ball slightly off the ground allowing the kicker 

to get their foot under the ball 
·       Put a cross next to the ball (slightly to the side and behind) where the 

student plants their non-kicking leg before swinging kicking leg through 

Activity 3 – Kick circus 
1.     Find anything you can kick e.g. soccer ball/alternative (e.g. balloon, 

ball of socks, newspaper, sponge). 
2.     Using the foot of your strongest leg, move ball slowly through a circuit 

with some cones/objects to move around. Use different parts of your 
foot to move the ball- your toes, instep and try with your other foot. 
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Move the ball around the markers. Keep the ball close to the foot and 
watch the ball. 

 
 
Activity 4 – Knock em’ down 
Steps: 
1.     Create a points system for hitting certain targets e.g. 1 point to knock 

down the toilet roll tower, 2 points to knock down the water bottle. 
Spread out the items that you can find around the house. 

2.     Mark out a starting spot to start with the ball. 
3.     Use inside or top of the foot to kick the ball and knock down targets. 
4.     Look at the ball and where you are aiming at. 
5.     Compete against yourself or a partner. 
6.     When you get confident, change: the starting spot and distance from 

the objects, points allocated. 

   
  
Activity 5 – Kick to kick 
Steps: 
1.         Using a soccer ball or rolling object 
2.         If you have a person to work with e.g. sibling, friend or adult start by 

facing each other quite close together, but so that you can kick to 
each other. If you are doing this by yourself, kick against a wall. 

3.         Using the top or inside (instep) of your foot and looking at the ball, 
step and kick to your partner. Stop the ball by ‘trapping’ the ball by 
putting your foot on top of the ball 

  
Modifications: 
·       Make 5 successful passes, take one step back and make another 5 

passes. How far can you go? 
 
 

Activity 6-  Goal, Goal, Goal!! 
  
1.     Continuing on from our last activity (Kick to Kick) place two markers 

about 1.5-2metres apart in the middle between you and you partner. 
2.     Try and kick the ball so it travels through the goal and to your partner 

who repeats. 
3.     Set some tasks such as: 

-          How many can you and your partner get in a row? 
-          How many goals can you and your partner score  from 10 shots 
-          Compete against your partner to see who is first to score 5 goals 
-          Have one partner act as goalkeeper as the other shoots at goal 
-          Place the markers together and see who is the first to hit / knock 

them over. 
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Indonesian 
  

Activity 1: 
Watch this video about ships and boats in Indonesia on SeeSaw. 
Then, answer the following questions: 
- What are some types of ships/boats? 
- What might they be used for? 
- What do you think is good about them? 
- What do you think is not so good about them? 
Write your answers and upload to Seesaw. 
 
Activity 2: 
Make your own kapal using materials around your home. It can be any type 
you want. 
If you can, put a passenger on your kapal (e.g. lego, stick figures) 
Record a video of you and your kapal, saying ‘saya naik kapal’. (I go on a 
ship.) 
 
OPTIONAL Super Challenge: 
Watch this Indonesian animation to see a type of bemo. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IyTTiHmXAuc 
 

 

Art 
 

Lifecycle Inquiry:  

Drawing is relaxing...it requires you to be still and calm…to use your eyes to look 
at something closely to see how it is formed. Using whatever media you can 
find in your house draw something that is found either IN water OR ABOVE the 
surface of water and its baby or babies, related to your inquiry unit Lifecycles. 
Please choose a lifecycle you have not researched and studied these past few 
weeks of Remote Learning. 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IyTTiHmXAuc

